Achieving unexpected

Great success stories are full of surprises.
The usual benefits administration story is full of complicated plans, complex regulations, and copious
amounts of paperwork. bswift is changing that narrative. By combining skilled strategy and innovative
technology with flexibility and agility, we can help you make your benefits offerings simpler, more
enjoyable and always compliant.
In this short collection of client success stories, you’ll see how companies have reaped bswift’s
unexpected benefits – and how you can too.
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Unexpectedly

efficient online enrollment.
Ann and Robert H. Lurie Children’s Hospital of Chicago had a cumbersome enrollment process. For each employee, it had
to manually load benefits information into an Infinium HRIS System, compile excel spreadsheets to send plan enrollment
information to carriers, and then file all paperwork in physical files. To streamline its process, Lurie Children’s sought an
online benefits enrollment and administration system that would be easy to use, reduce paperwork, and had an in-house
EDI department. bswift was its answer.
“The most important piece is…making sure our employees are covered,” Ellen Vebber, Director of Compensation, Benefits,
& HRIS remarks. “With bswift, it’s almost like I don’t even know it’s happening – it’s like clockwork.” Lurie Children’s
especially liked that bswift is easily accessible 24/7 over the internet. As a business, Lurie Children’s stresses the importance
of family, and bswift enables its employees to make benefits decisions at home with family members. With bswift, a process
that Lurie Children’s once accepted being difficult and labor intensive is now convenient and efficient.

“With bswift...…it’s
like clockwork.”

Unexpectedly

flexible benefits with better decision support.
JELD-WEN faced a serious challenge with its manual benefits system – it wasn’t allowing the company to provide
enough benefits choices to attract and retain employees, while also keeping the benefits manageable enough to
properly communicate and administer them. bswift offered the solution to change that. Larisa Purdy, Director of
Health Benefits, remarks, “bswift gives us the platform to plug and play different vendors as the need arises.” That
means JELD-WEN’s benefits can change as its employees’ needs change.
Working with bswift, JELD-WEN met its goal of increasing enrollment in the high deductible plan. “We increased
enrollment of the high deductible plan by 250%” Larisa notes. This was enabled by the use of bswift’s bilingual support,
the Ask Emma decision support tool, and an open enrollment video, which helped JELD-WEN clearly communicate
its benefits offerings to employees and their families at the most convenient times for them. And, thanks to EDI feeds,
ACA support, and a closed-loop payroll system, administering those benefits was much more streamlined.

“We increased
enrollment of the high
deductible plan by 250%.”

Unexpectedly

enjoyable people and technology.
In terms of benefits, Clayton Homes has always put the experience of its employees and their families first. However, with
employees spread over 37 states, often with only 5-8 people per location, exposure to benefits administration and HR was very
limited. Therefore, the experiences needed to stand out – something that was challenging to do with the company’s outdated
paper system. The ACA’s new mandates pushed Clayton Homes to make a change. To facilitate the transition, the company
looked for a benefits administration partner that not only worked with its current HRS system, had ACA reporting capabilities,
and relieved a significant amount of administrative responsibility, but also had a personalized feel, and was intuitive and easy to
use. Many fit the bill, but bswift stood out in one critical area.
“The people at bswift made the biggest difference,” says Eric Evans, Director of Benefits. Clayton Homes was impressed with
bswift’s customer service and the dedication of its people. bswift also helped Clayton Homes overcome the challenge of
adopting online benefits administration, even though much of their workforce is without easy access to a computer, tablet,
or phone. Armed with a bunch of tablets, Clayton Homes took benefits administration on the road to sign employees up.
The strategy was a great success – in both enrollment and employee satisfaction. And, through it all, bswift was there to help
provide support and a great experience.

“The people at
bswift made the
biggest difference.”
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